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In this paper, we will focus on the generation of efficient
serial, vector, and parallel codes for another set of forecast
kernel routines of the HIRLAM system, the so-called physics
routines. While according to Fox’s taxonomy 19) the dynamics routines can be classified as being of the synchronous type
(I) operating on regular data structures, the physics routines
can be classified as being of the loosely synchronous
type (II)
operating on irregular or dynamic data structures.
Using a simplified physics routine that preserves the properties that are characteristic for the type of problems encountered in the full set of physics routines, we will argue
that it is very hard to automatically restructure the original
serial production code into optimized vector or data parallel code and vice versa without exploiting knowledge on the
actual physical problem involved. In contrast to techniques
for low-level source code restructuring, we will show that
the generation of efficient codes is well feasible using a highlevel specification of the physical problem by supplying the
proper value-based information on the data structures used.

Abstract
In this paper, we demonstrate the necessity of including
high-level information for automatic generation of efficient
codes for serial, vector, and parallel computer architectures
with the CTADEL code generation tool. The CTADEL Codegeneration Tool for Applications based on Differential Equations using high-level Language specifications is a programming environment developed for the generation of efficient
codes for PDEbased
problems. The tool has been adopted
as an application driver for the HIRLAM numerical weather
forecast system. More specifically, we present a framework
for high-level code restructuring based on monotonicity information about the data structures used. This information
is not available in state-of-the-art vectorizing and parallelizing compilers but it is of vital importance for the generation
of efficient architecture-specific
codes. The performance of
the generated codes for a typical example problem encountered in the so-called physics routines of the HIRLAM system
are compared to the hand-written production code. The
performance results demonstrate the usefulness of the presented technique.
1

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly introduce the main computational components of atmospheric circulation models used in existing climate and
weather forecast systems. Section 3 introduces an example
problem which is typical for the numerical problems encountered in the physics routines.
Portability, efficiency, and
code restructuring issues are discussed.
In Section 4 we
present the CTADEL high-level language and in Section 5
the code transformations are presented that are crucial for
the generation of efficient codes for the example problem.
Performance results are reported in Section 6. To conclude,
in Section 7 we summarize our results and conclusions.

Introduction

The CTADEL application driver [5] is a programming environment for the generation of efficient multi-platform codes
for the HIRLAM weather forecast system [ll].
The application driver takes a high-level PDEbased
specification of
the weather forecast model and generates code optimized
for a particular target hardware platform. The CTADEL system has been successfully used to generate codes for the
HIRLAM dynamics routines; the generated codes outperform
the hand-written production codes with an average speedup
of 20 percent on several hardware platforms investigated [6].
These so-called dynamics routines comprise one of the kernel
forecast routines of the HIRLAM system.

*Support
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Climate and Weather Forecast Systems

Climate and weather forecast systems contain atmospheric
models that are characterized by having two main computational components, the dynamics which is primarily concerned with the fluid dynamics of the atmosphere and the
physics which is concerned with the computation of physical
parameterizations.
In the first part, the dynamics routines,
the Primitive Equations which describe the behavior of the
prognostic variables are solved. In the second part, the
physics routines, the aggregate effect of subgrid processes
and processes which are not described by the Primitive Equations are computed. The dynamics and physics operate on
three-dimensional grids. Examples of climate and weather
forecast systems with this structure are the already mentioned HIRLAM High-Resolution
Limited Area Model nu-
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4. Original Senal Fortmn
oith Break from k-Loop

D. Vectorirable Fortmn 77 Code using

Vectorizable Code Using tht
Fact that p Monotonically Increases

77 Code

B. filly

a Mask to Elimmate

INTEGERm,nlev,i,k
INTEGERm,nlev,i,k
REAL a(nlev),b(nlev),ps(m),p
REAL a(nlev).b(nlsv).ps(m).p
REAL c(m,nlev).cl(m).cm(m),ch(m) REAL c(m,nlev),cl(m),cm(m).ch(m)
DO 10 i = l,m
DO i = 1.m
cl(i) = -1.0
cl(i) = -1.0
cm(i) = -1.0
cm(i) = -1.0
ch(i) = -1.0
ch(i) = -1.0
DO k = nlev,l.-1
ENDDO
p = a(k) + b(k)*ps(i)
DO k = 1,111s~
IF (p.GT.80000)THEN
DO i = i,m
p = a(k) + b(k)*ps(i)
cl(i) = MAX(cl(i),c(i,k))
IF (p.GT.80000)THEN
ELSE IF (p.CT.50000)THEN
cl(i) = MAX(cl(i).c(i.k))
cm(i) = MAX(cm(i),c(i,k))
ELSE IF (p.CT.50000)THEN
ELSE IF (p.CT.20000)THEN
ch(i) = MAX(ch(i),c(i,k))
cm(i) = MAX(cm(i),c(i.k))
ELSE IF (p.GT.20000)THEN
ELSE
CO TO 10
ch(i) = HAX(ch(i).c(i.k))
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
.O CONTINUE
ENDDO
C.

Fortmn

90 Code

INTEGERm,nlsv,k
REAL ~(nlev),b(nlav~.ps(m~,p(m,nlav~,c(m,nle~~.cl(m~.cm(m~,ch(m~
DO k = l.nlw
p(:,k) = a(k) + b(k)*ps
ENDDO
cl = MAX(MAXVAL(c,DIM = 2, MASK = p.GT.80000).-1.0)
cm = MAX(MAXVAL(c,DIM = 2, HASK = p.GT.50000 .AND.p.LE.80000).-1.0)
ch = MAX(MAXVAL(c,DIM = 2, MASK = p.GT.20000 .AND.p.LE.500001,-1.0)

Figure 1: Four Codes for the Determination

merical weather forecast system developed by the HIRLAM
project group’ [ll], the CCM2 Community Climate Model
developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) [2], and the CSIRO Atmospheric General Circulation
Model developed by the CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research [12]. The relevance of these systems to this paper is
that a high-level data parallel coordination language DPML
and translation system DP77 (lo] has been developed for
the automatic generation of Fortran 90 codes for the CSIRO
Atmospheric General Circulation Model. However, the generated codes are not efficient because of the lack of algebraic
and compiler optimization techniques. For the CCM2 Cornmunity Climate Model a parallel scalable version has been
developed manually [4].
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Figure 2: Schematic

Illustration

of Cloud Layers and Parameters

The

Cloud-Layer

Problem

In the HIRLAM system like in general atmospheric circulation models, the physics routines act column-wgse, that is,
calculations in a grid point only depend on values of parameters in grid points above and/or below that grid point
in the vertical, but never on values in horizontally neighboring grid points. Most routines in the physics describe
complicated interactions in the vertical columns. To illustrate the methods presented in this paper, we have taken a
simplified physics routine. However, it preserves the physical relevance to atmospheric processes and it demonstrates
the type of computational complexity one encounters in the
full physics of atmospheric models. In HIRLAM, the vertical
coordinate of the global three-dimensional coordinate system is determined by levels of equal air pressure.
In the so-called cloud routine, three layers of clouds are
calculated from the cloudiness where the layers are defined
between four air pressure (p) levels: surface pressure p = ps,
p = 200 hPa, p = 500 hPa, and p = 800 hPa, respectively,
see Figure 2. For each pressure layer, the maximum value
in the vertical direction (2) of the cloudiness parameter (c)
defines the low cloud (cl), medium cloud (cm), and high
cloud (ch) parameters. The vertical ranges of the layers vary
with horizontal position because the air pressure p varies.

excludedarea
p=ZODhPa

the GOT0

INTEGERm,nlev,i,k
REAL a(nlev).b(nlev).ps(m),p
REAL c(m.nlev),cl(m),cm(m),ch(m)
LOGICAL -MASK(m)
DO i = 1.m
MASK(i) = .TRUE.
cl(i) = -1.0
cm(i) = -1.0
ch(i) = -1.0
ENDDO
DO k = nlev,l,-1
DO i = l,m
IF (MASK(i)) THEN
p = a(k) + b(k)*ps(i)
IF (p.GT.80000)THEN
cl(i) = MAX(cl(i),c(i,k))
ELSE IF (p.GT.50000)THEN
cm(i) = MAX(cm(i),c(i,k))
ELSE IF (p.GT.20000)THEN
ch(i) = MAX(ch(i),c(i,k))
ELSE
MASK(i) = .FALSE.
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO

m

3.1

of Three Cloud Layers.

‘HIRLAM isa cooperative
project
of Denmark,Finland,
Iceland,
Ireland.
The Netherlands,
Norway,and Sweden.

Portability

Versus

Efficiency

Figure 1 depicts four codes (A-D) for the cloud layer problem that are specifically tailored for serial (A), vector (B and
D) and data parallel (C) computer architectures.
In the
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codes. the two-dimensional horizontal domain is collaosed
into one dimension consisting of m grid points.
Code A is a stripped-down version of the original serial production code of the HIRLAM cloud routine.
In the
code, the programmer made use of the fact that the values of variable p holding the air pressure in the atmosphere
monotonically decreases with decreasing value of the loop
variable k, where k runs from the bottom of the atmosphere
(k=nlev and p is maximal) to the top (k=l and p is minimal).
Given this value-based information, the programmer tacitly
assumed that the conditions guarding the assignment statements in the loop-body will stay false once they become
false. Based on this, he/she decided that the k-loop can
be terminated as soon as the last guarding condition becomes false. The effect is illustrated by the ‘excluded area’
depicted in Figure 2. To this end, the programmer has included a goto-statement to exit the k-loop, unaware of the
fact that this prohibits the application of almost all of the
possible loop optimizing transformations
for vectorization
and parallelization of the code. Moreover, the loop-exit has
a purely physical meaning instead of an algorithmic thereby
making the code considerably more difficult to restructure.
Decisions like this are frequently taken in the development
of the physics routines. This was not a case of bad programming practice, the programmer’s goal was merely to
optimize for serial execution.
As a result, the irregular distribution of clouds and cloud
levels in the horizontal results in an irregular execution of
the cloud routine per vertical column in the horizontal. This
irregular behavior accounts for several undesirable effects on
the performance of the code on vector and parallel computer
architectures.
Since this is a clear demonstration that portability and
efficiency are conflicting goals, several other versions of code
A are to be developed for efficient execution on specific target computer architectures (codes B-D).
Codes B and C are optimized for execution on respectively vector and (data) parallel machines. Note the absence
of an explicit exit from the k-loop in code B and the use of
reduction functions in code C.
Code D has been included as a naive vectorizable implementation without taking the monotonicity of p into account, where the goto-statement has been eliminated using a
mask array and the loops have been interchanged for better
vectorization. In the sequel, we will not further discuss code
D but focus on codes A-C that provide a real challenge for
code restructuring and code generation.
The relationship between computer architecture and the
codes A-C are shown in the table below

l

l

the actual data supplied to the code;

l

the vectorization capabilities of the back-end compiler;

l

the balancing of workload among the processors
MIMD machines.

on

In the sequel, the performance of the codes will be compared
with realistic input data only. Realistic data means that a
break of the k-loop (see code A) occurs when on average 70
percent of the total loop iterations have been completed in
the k-loop where k ranges from 1 to nlev=31.
The horizontal domain may range from m=lOO to m=lOOOOgrid points.
One percent of the horizontal domain constitutes of high
terrain where no low cloud layer exists, see also Figure 2.
3.2

Low-Level Code Restructuring Versus High-Level Code
Generation

It has already been mentioned that the loop-exit in code A
is the main source of concern. While on the one hand the
loop-exit is efficient for serial execution, on the other hand
it also prohibits the applicability of code transformations
for vectorization and parallelization (see e.g. (13)). From
these transformations,
loop interchange is the most effective
after scalar expansion and loop distribution are applied first.
Analogously, the restructuring of code B or code C to obtain
efficient serial code would at least require the information
on the monotonicity of air pressure variable p to be present.
Furthermore, to obtain code similar to code A, loop fusion
and possibly array contraction should be applied.
However, even if the monotonicity information is present,
the elimination of the loop-exit is non-trivial for a restructuring compiler. Furthermore, the loop-exit is an optimization for serial execution. In view of code generation from
an architecture independent description of the problem, the
loop-exit is therefore undesirable to be incorporated in the
description of the problem. When the problem is specified
in a declarative high-level language, the programmer is prohibited to direct the flow of control explicitly. And instead,
the monotonicity information should be supplied in the form
of annotations to the data structures. The CTADEL system
then translates the declarative specification to an architecture specific version of code by using the monotonicity information supplied.
4

The CTADEL

High-Level Language

The CTADEL high-level language was specifically designed
for describing scientific PDE-models.
In defining the language, emphasis has been put in adopting a syntax for conveniently formulating expressions in mathematical notation
involving physical fields and scalars. The fields are implemented using multi-dimensional arrays. Hence, the fields
can be viewed as arrays and as such the CTADEL syntax
for expressions becomes quite similar to the array syntax
adopted in Fortran 90. However, in contrast to Fortran 90,
arrays (fields) of different dimensions are allowed to be used
simultaneously in an expression. The dimensional alignment
of arrays in an expression involving arrays of different dimensions is resolved using implicit indexing information which
is given with the array declarations. For example, p: real
on i=l . . n by k=l . . nlev declares a two-dimensional floating point array p that is implicitly indexed with the tuple
(i ,k) and dimensional ranges 1. .m and 1. .nlev. Furthermore, the CTADEL language adopts a similar mathematical
style as MAPLE [3] for the syntax of reduction operators. For

A 0 signifies which of the three codes is suitable for execution on one of the four computer architectures taking
efficiency considerations into account. However, the actual
performance of a code on a specific hardware platform depends on
l

the computing time lost due to the lock-step execution
of the processors on SIMD machines;

the assumption that the horizontal domain of size m is
larger than the vertical domain of size nlev;
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1 Production
const

E -t

Semantic Rule

Production

Semantic Rule

E.c = TRUE
E.i = F.4I.SE
E.d = FALSE

E+

= EI .c A E7.c
= &.i
A E;.i) v (E1.i A E2.c) v (E,.cA
&.t)
= (E1.d~
Ez.d)v(E,.dA
Ez.c)V(El.c~
Ez.d)
= E.c V E.z V E.d V (E1.c A E2.m) V (E1.m A E2.c)
= El .c A E2.c
= (El .i A E2.d) v (El .i A E2.c) V (El .c A E2.d)
= (El .d A E2.z)

E.C

=

TRI‘E

E.t

=

FALSE

E.c
E.i
E.d
E.m
E.c
E.i

FALSE

E.d

E.m

E --t var

E.d

=

TRlTE

=

E.m
E -+ index

E.C

=

FALSE

E.i

=

TRl.E

E.d

=

FALSE

)
1

E -+ El - E2

E.c=
E,.cA
E2.c
E.i = FALSE
E.d = FALSE
E.m = (E1.c A E2.m)

E-+

E.c = E, .c A Ez.c

El 5 EZ

IL

((id.i(k)

E.d

= 315ksd ((id.i(k)

E.m

= E.cV 31sk<,j

rea1(0..120000)
on k=l..nlav
raal(O..l)
on k=l..nlev
rea1(0..120000)
on i=l..m
real:
increasing(k)
on i=l..m by k=l..nlev
real
on i=l. .m by k=l. .nlev
real on i=l..m
real on i=l..m
real on i=l..m
:= a + b+ps
:= max(maxval(c if p>80000,
k=l. .nlev)
:= max(maxval(c
if p>50000 and p<=80000,k=l..nlev),-1)
:= max(maxval(c if p>20000 and p<=50000,k=l..nlsv),-1)

A Ek.i) V (id.dA Ek.d) Av,~<d,~+kE~.c)
A Ek.d)
(id.i(k)

a,b

Definition
domain

D

tf f(a)

4s

increasing

function
f is monotonic
or decreasing.

if f

IS

4.2 Let A be a d-dimensional
array, d > 0,
of type T wnsistmg
of nk elements
in the kth dimensron,
1 < k 5 d, of away A and let 5, be a total order on the
set of values of type T. Then, A IS monotonically
increasing in the kth dimension
if A(cl, . . . . ck-1, i, ck+l, . . . . cd) 5
A(cl, . . . . CC-1, j,ck+l,
. . . . cd) for all i 5 j, i, j E [I, nk] and A

,-1)

is monotonically
&cl,

.. . .

ck--l,j,ck+l,

decreasing
. . ..cd)

in the kth dimenston
5

A(c,,

Ifwe have

. . ..Ck-l.irCk+lr

for all i 5 j, i, j E [I, nk] where ail the c are constant.

. . ..cd)

Away

A is monotonic
in the kth dimension
if A is monotonically
increasing or decreasing in the kth dimenalon.
Hence, we assume that monotonicity
applies to each separate dimension of real and integer arrays. Furthermore,
we
assume that the set of logical values {FALSE,TRUE} has a
total order < such that FALSE < TRUE. Thus, monotonicity
applies to logical arrays as well.
Four synthesized
Boolean attributes
are introduced
to be
associated
with expressions
for monotonicity
inference. The
attributes
are used to signify that an expression is constant
(c), increasing
(i), decreasing (d), and/or
monotonic
(m).
An attribute
is set to TRUE if the property
can be proven
by inference.
An attribute
is set to FALSE if the property
is false or cannot be infered. The semantic rules associated
with the productions
of constants,
scalar variables, indexes,
and a subset of operators
used in expressions
are shown in
Table 1. Note that the semantic rules for multi-dimensional
arrays (see separate table on the bottom) can infer increasing or decreasing
monotonicity
for one dimension only. Further note that in Table 1 the increasing and decreasing
attributes for the product operator are FALSE. However, when

functions.

4.1 Let f : D --t S be a unay function
with
and range S. if a total order SD on the set D

f(b)

Furthermore,

Definition

exists, i.e. x 5 y or y 5 x for all x, y E D, and a total order
-+ on the set S exists, then f is monotonically
increasing
monotonically

E D.

This is the usual mathematical
interpretation
of monotonicity of functions.
In the sequel, however, we will extensively
make use of the monotonicity
of array variables.
Building
on the notion of monotonic functions, we formally introduce
the notion of increasing and decreasing
monotonic
arrays.

In this section we briefly introduce the notion of monotonic
functions
and arrays and present an attribute
grammar
[l]
for infering monotonicity
properties
of expressions
in the
CTADEL
language.
First, we formally introduce the notion of increasing and
Inonotonic

AV~<,<d,~#k&.c)

in CTADEL.

monotonically

Monotonic Functionsand Arrays

decresing

V (id.dA &.i)

V id.d(lc)) A Ek.m Avlj,~d,,#kE,.c

Attributes

Note that the specification
is quite similar to the Fortran 90
code (C) in Figure 1. However, value range information
(e.g.
real (0. . 1) and monotonicity
information
(increasing(k))
can be associated
with a variable, where the monotonicity
information
is directional
with respect to one of the indexes
defining the domain of the array variable.
4.1

E2.c)

E.i = (El .c A E2.z) V (El .d A E2.c) V (El .d A E2.i)
E.d = (E1.c A E2.d) V (El .i A E2.c) V (E1.i A E2.d)
E.m = E.c V E.1 V E.d v (E1.c A E2.m)
v (E1.m
A Ez.c)

example. sum(p. k=l . .nlev) sums the k-dimension
of twodimensional
variable p over the dimension
range 1. . nlev.
The result is a one-dimensional
array with index i whose
dimension range is 1. .m. Using these conventions,
the specification of the cloud problem is

P
cl
cm
ch

A

Rule
E.c=V,~k~dEk.c

Table 1: Monotonicity

P:
C:
cl:
cm:
ch:

(El .m

V

Semantic

E.i = 31<k<d

:I
pa:

v (El .d A E2.c)
V (El .c A E2.i)
E.dV
(El.cA
EZ.m)V(El.mA
E2.c)

E -+ El r&

TRITE

E.c = El .c
E.a = (id.2 A El .i) V (id.d A El .d)
E.d = (id.1 A El .d) V (id.d A E1.i)
E.m = El .c V ((id.i V id.d) A El .m)

Production
E+id[El,...,Ed]

E.cV E.iV

E.m=

= TI3l.E

E.m =

E -+ id(E1

El+E:!

for all a <D b, Q, b E D. Analogously,
f is
zf f(b) 5s f(a) for all a 3~ b,

decreasing
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An interval-loop is an artificial programming construct only
used at the intermediate code level. Its purpose is to describe a normal do-loop iteration, however with a start condition and a continuation
condition for the loop body to
be executed. That is, the loop-body is executed only on a
consecutive interval of the loop iteration. The starting condition of an interval-loop is given by the do-loop suffix WHEN
and the continuation condition is given by the suffix WHILE.
The conversion of maxval, or any other reduction operator, to intermediate code is performed by application of
one of the following rewrite rules using the monotonicity
attributes. All transformations are performed internally in
CTADEL and the rewrite rules are built-in

either of the arguments of the product operator is always
positive or negative, it is possible to infer the increasing and
decreasing attributes.
To this end, the set of synthesized
attributes should be extended with attributes denoting that
an expression is strictly positive, negative, or zero. This can
be based on the range information supplied with the declaration of variables. We will not elaborate on this as it is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Consider the following example.
Assume that a twodimensional array p has monotonically increasing values in
the second dimension defined by the k index variable, and
assume that monotonicity is to be inferred with respect to
index k. Furthermore, an index i and a one-dimensional
array a are present. Then, we have the following table of
synthesized attributes for some example expressions given
for monotonically increasing index k

l

conversion of maxval over an interval (i.e. the mask is
a conjunction of a monotonically increasing condition
and a monotonically decreasing condition with respect
to the index of the domain) to intermediate code with
an interval-loop
t := max(maxval(a
if b and c,i = I..u),e)
3 (if b; = cd = TRUE)
D;i = L,u WHEN (b) WHILE (c)
t = MAX(& a)
ENDDO

5

Code Generation Based on Monotonicity

(commutativity of and is used to find the monotonically increasing and decreasing conditions)

Information

The generation of code for a specific hardware platform proceeds through three stages, from declarative high-level problem specification to intermediate imperative code representation to Fortran 77 code with directives. Each stage adopts
a different internal representation of the code and has a specific set of transformations that are applied to the code. On
the abstract declarative specification level, tranformations
are applied to discretize the problem by selecting solution
algorithms. On the intermediate level and lowest Fortran 77
code level, computer-architecture
specific transformations
are applied to optimize for a specific target hardware platform. These transformations are semantics preserving. Between the stages, interface transformations are applied to
convert the high-level code into the intermediate form and
to convert the intermediate form into low-level code.
5.1

Conversion of High-Level Code to Intermediate

l

t := max(maxval(a
if b,
+ (;f-"k"
= TRUE)

i =

t..u),

e)

ii = e,u WHEN (b)UHILE(.TMJE.)
t = MAX(t,

a)

ENDDO
l

conversion of maxval with monotonically decreasing
mask to intermediate code using an interval-loop
t := max(maxval(o if c, i = e.. u), e)
=C'(ff$d

= TRUE)

DO i = !,u WHEN (.TRIJE.)
WHILE (c)
t = MAX(& a)
ENDDO

Code

l

In the conversion from high-level code to intermediate code,
the target computer architecture is taken into account. Especially masked reduction operations such as maxval(c if
p>80000, k=l . . nlev) from the cloud layer specification deserves special treatment.
For serial and MIMD architectures, goto-statements are allowed to be used to exit the
loop once the mask is false thereby enhancing performance
on serial and MIMD machines, although this may result in
load imbalances to occur on MIMD machines. For vector
and SIMD architectures, code is generated such that gotostatements are avoided to obtain vectorizable code and to
obtain code that can be synchroneously executed by the
processors of a SIMD machine.
To adequately convert the declarative form of reduction
operations over intervals to imperative program constructs,
we introduce the notion of interval-loops.
The syntax of an
interval-loop is:
DO id = ezpr, ezp(,
S

conversion of maxval with monotonically increasing
mask to intermediate code using an interval-loop

conversion of maxval with monotonic mask to intermediate code using an interval-loop
+

t := max(maxval(a if
(if bkm = TRUE)

b, i =

I..

u),

e)

D;i = e,u WHEN (b) WHILE (b)
t = MAX(t,

a)

ENDDO
l

default conversion of maxval to intermediate
ing a guarded do-loop
t :=

*

if b,
conversion)

max(maxval(a

(fef.ylt

i =

I..

u),

code us-

e)

i
Do i = e, u
IF (b)

t = MAX(t,

a)

ENDDO
The last default conversion generates a guarded do-loop,
which is used to generate efficient code for vector and SIMD
machines. The code is efficient because the transformation
omits the use of any goto’s whereas the implementation of
interval-loops exploits goto’s as will be discussed later.

ezpr] WHEN(ezpr) WHILE (ezpr)
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5.2

Interval-loop

Transformations

5.3

Similar optimizing transformations as for ‘normal’ do-loops
such as fusion. reversal, and interchange 113) can be applied to interval-loops within the presented framework of
monotonicity attributes. More specifically, we introduce two
forms of interval-loop fusion: a general form of fusion and a
form of interval unification only applicable when the intervals of the two interval-loops are consecutive
l

interval-loop fusion of interval-loops
start and continuation conditions

of Intermediate

Code to Fortran

77 Code

After interval-loop unification possibly followed by intervalloop fusion for the remaining interval-loops, the resulting
interval-loops are converted to Fortran 77 do-loops by the
following semantics preserving transformation
l

convert interval-loop

to Fortran 77

DOi = e, n, s WHEN
(b) WHILE(C)
s
ENDDO
* (interval-loop
implementation)
DOi=!,u,s
IF (b) GO TO start
ENDDO
GO TO stop
start:DO P.= z,u,s
IF (c) THEN
s
ELSE
GO TO stop
ENDIF
ENDDO

with monotonic

DO i = t',u,s
WHEN (bl) WHILE (c-1)
Sl
F.NDDO
DO i = P,u,sWHEN (b2) WHILE (Q)
SL'
ENDDO
+ (if bl .m = b2.m = cr .rn = cz.m = TRUE and if
.‘?I and Sz are independent)
DO 1 = P.u,sWHEN (bl .OR.by) WHILE (cl .OR.~2)
IF (bl .AND.ci) THEN
Sl
ENDIF
IF (62 .AND.cz) THEN
s2
ENDIF
ENDDO

Conversion

stop:

If, however. the logical negation of the continuation condition of one interval-loop matches the starting condition
of another interval-loop, the interval-loops are consecutive
because of monotonicity, i.e. the first interval-loop terminates where the other loop starts. Fusion of two of such
loops effectively connects the two consecutive intervals together to form a new interval which is the continuous union
of the two intervals. Since the intervals are disjoint, onlv
one conditional statement in the loop-body of the new unified interval-loop is necessary to separate execution of the
loop-bodies 5’1 and Sz of the former interval-loops

If, however, the start condition of the interval-loop is TRUE,
the first do-loop of the transformed interval-loop can be
completely omitted, resulting in more compact and efficient
code. Furthermore,
note that if the continuation condition of an interval-loop is THU?Zand the start condition is
monotonic, then it is worthwhile to reverse the interval-loop
first by reversing the direction of the iteration and exchanging the TRUEcontinuation condition with the start condition.
The general interval-loop reversal transformation is
0 interval-loop reversal
DO i = P,u,sWHEN (b) WHILE(c)
S
ENDDO
3 (ifb.n = c.n = TRUE)
DOi = u,P, --s WHEN
(c) WHILE(b)

0 interval-loop unification

S

ENDDO
DO 2 = J,u,sWHEN (bl) WHILE(Q)
7
END\0
DO 2 = P,u.sWHEN (bz) WHILE (c:')
.s2
ENDDO
d (ifc1.m= TRUE and -cl = b2)
DOi = P,u,s WHEY
(bl .OR. b2) WHILE(cl .OR. cz)
IF (cl) THEN
Sl
ELSE
s2
ENDIF
ENDDO

(where we have tacitly assumed that .s divides u - t’
exactly)
With c = .TRUE., this transformation can be applied to obtain more efficient code since the resulting loop performs all
the work from the start and terminates as soon as possible.
6

Note that the premise of the transformation includes the
test ~1 = b2 which may be non-trivial to implement. In
CTADEL, logical expressions are transformed into disjunctive
normal form (DNF) after normalization of the terms. The
test succeeds if the DNF of the negation of cl equals the
DNF of b?.
The use of interval-loops is a necessary means for applying code restructuring in the framework of monotonic
conditions aimed at obtaining efficient serial code. In contrast, the traditional do-loop transformations by restructuring compilers do not use such a framework and the code
obtained is not efficient.
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Results

In this section we present the performance results obtained
for the generated codes compared with the original handwritten production code of the cloud layer problem as discussed in Section 3. Using realistic data only, we let the size
of the horizontal domain range from 100 upto 10000 grid
points.
6.1

Scalability

and Load Balancing

Issues

For MIMD machines, a technique called domain decomposition (81 is often used for a coarse-grain parallelization of
atmospheric models by splitting the two-dimensional horizontal grid into subdomains.
Each subdomain is assigned
to a processor. Since in the physics no interactions between
the vertical columns occur, the physics of each subdomain
can be computed independently on each processor using the

HP 712/60

SGI

Figure 3: Performance

MasPar MP-1

Indieo

of Codes for Serial Architectures

Convex C4

and a SIMD Architecture.
Fujitsu VPP700

Cray C98

““‘:I;:

Figure 4: Performance

of Codes for Vector Architectures.
The performance results of two serial architectures, the
HP 712/60 and SGI Indigo, are shown in Figure 3 (left).
From the figures, the following observations can be made:
l

Figure 5: Domain Decomposition
Columns onto 16 Processors.

of 16 x 32 Vertical

(original) serial code, see Figure 5. In contrast to the dynamics routines, the parallelization of the physics routines
on MIMD machines is therefore easy since the problem is
embarassingly parallel and the resulting code is scalable.
In this paper we do not discuss load balancing algorithms and therefore performance results for MIMD machines will not be given. Load balancing issues have been addressed in [7] in which dynamic load balancing algorithms for
the physics routines of the PCCM2 Parallel Community Climate Model are presented. With a relatively simple columnswapping algorithm a reduction in load imbalance has been
achieved thereby improving the total execution time by at
most 5.8 percent on an Intel Touchstone DELTA.
6.2

l

6.3

the original hand-written serial code and the generated
serial code (code A) are significantly faster than the
generated vector code (code B) which is due to the fact
that the serial code performs about 30 percent less of
the work in the vertical direction of the computational
domain;
the original hand-written serial code and the generated
serial code are equally efficient.
SIMD Architecture

The MasPar massively parallel computer system has a SIMD
architecture. The MasPar MP-1 and MP-2 systems are programmed using data-parallel Fortran 90 and directives for
the distribution of arrays over the two-dimensional square
processor mesh. All processing elements (PEs) of a MasPar
system
execute in lock-step. Therefore, conditional statements should be avoided whenever possible. To this end,
data parallel Fortran 90 code is generated from the problem
specification without converting reduction operators like the
maxval to Fortran 77 code but directly to Fortran 90 reduction functions.
The original hand-written production Fortran 77 code
cannot be run efficiently on the MasPar. For data parallel execution, the code should be converted to Fortran 90
first. However, using the VAST-II compiler provided with
the MasPar programming environment, the automatic conversion of Fortran 77 code A fails due to the goto-statement
in the body of the k-loop. For a fair performance comparison
of the codes, the goto-statement in the original production
code was removed by hand giving code similar to code B.

Serial Architectures

For the generation of serial code and SPMD code for a
MIMD machine, the high-level reduction operations are first
converted to interval-loops if possible. The interval-loops are
unified, the remaining interval-loops are fused and the result
is converted to Fortran 77. The resulting Fortran 77 code
is further optimized using loop-fusion and array-contraction
transformations (131. For MIMD machines, serial code is
generated for execution on eech processor using the SPMD
paradigm.
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This code wa.5then converted to Fortran 90 using the VASTII compiler. Unfortunately, the compiler generated broadcast (Fortran 90 SPREAD)operations for the computation of
the air pressure variable p. The broadcast operations took
no less than 99 percent of the total elapsed time. Therefore,
the assignment of the pressure variable p has been replaced
by a FORALLconstruct. The performance results on a Ma.+
Par MP-1 with 1024 PEs is shown in Figure 3 (right).
From the figure the following observation can be made:
. the converted code is less efficient due to the fact that
the conversion to Fortran 90 introduces WHEREconstructs for the nested if-statements.
The multiple reduction operation that is performed in the k-loop are
not recognized. Furthermore, additional overhead is
introduced by the fact that Fortran 90 syntax does
not allow for the nesting of WHEREconstructs. As a result, four two-dimensional logical arrays are used with
the WHEW constructs.
However, this overhead is almost constant and does not scale with problem size.
For more computationally complex loop bodies than
for the example rode discussed. the overhead can be
relatively small.
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The performance results on three vector architectures are
shown in Figure 4. All codes are executed with one processor. From the figures, the following observation can be
made:
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combining if-statements
IF (cl)THEN
S-1
ENDIF
IF (cz)THEN
sz
ENDIF
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